Global Passport

Unrivalled access to the global infrastructure community
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12-month subscription.

Secure capital.
Increase your profile amongst the global investor community. Easily connect with engaged investors actively allocating in infrastructure and secure capital for your next project.

24/7 access.

Stay connected.
Access the world’s infrastructure community, all in one place. Benefit from year-round, 24/7 access. Build relationships and develop real business opportunities whether in-person or virtually.

Unrivalled opportunities.

Build resilience.
Receive updates on every shift in the market with continuous access to knowledge, networks and analysis. When new challenges arise, gain fresh perspectives, and ensure your business is ready for whatever comes next.

Bringing together investors, industry leaders and strategic market insights. The Infrastructure Investor Global Passport will help you discover new opportunities and achieve your fundraising objectives.

Visit the website
Connect with engaged investors from around the world

Infrastructure Investor’s community of investors includes:

- ABL Life Insurance
- Advantest Corporate Pension Fund
- Aerzteversorgung Westfalen-Lippe
- AIA Life Insurance
- AISIN Employees’ Pension Fund
- Alaska Permanent Fund Corporation (APFC)
- Alberta Teachers’ Retirement Fund
- Allianz Investment Management
- Allstate Investments
- AMF Pension
- AP4
- APG Asset Management
- Asahi Mutual Life Insurance
- Asian Development Bank
- Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank
- ATP
- AustralianSuper
- AXA Life Insurance
- Bank of Yokohama
- BCI
- Bimcor
- BT Pension Scheme Management
- BVV Versicherungsverein des Bankgewerbes
- CalPERS
- CDPQ
- China Life Investment Holding
- China Ping An Insurance Overseas
- City of Stamford
- Dai-ichi Life Insurance
- Danica Pension
- DB Insurance
- DENSO Pension Fund
- Development Bank of Japan
- EBRD
- Employees Provident Fund
- European Investment Bank
- European Investment Fund (EIF)
- Farmers’ Pension Fund
- Fubon Hyundai Life Insurance
- GIC
- Government Pension
- Investment Fund (GPIF)
- Hana Life Insurance
- HVB Pension Fund
- Hyundai Marine & Fire Insurance
- Idemitsu Pension Fund
- Industrial Bank of Korea
- IST Investment Foundation
- Itochu Corp
- Japan Co-Op Insurance Consumers’ Co-Operative Federation
- Japan Post Insurance
- KB Life Insurance
- KDB Life
- KEB Hana Bank
- Korea Federation of Community Credit Cooperatives
- Korea Fire Officials Credit Union
- Korea Investment & Securities Asia
- Korea Investment Corporation
- Korea Post
- Korean Reinsurance
- Kyobo Life Insurance
» Kyowon Invest
» Liberty Mutual
» LINA Insurance Company of Korea
» Local Finance Association
» Manulife
» MEAG
» Merit Fire & Marine Insurance
» MetLife Insurance
» MG Korean Federation of Community Credit
» Mirae Asset Life Insurance
» Mitsubishi UFJ Trust and Banking
» Mitsui & Co Alternative Investments
» Mitsui Sumitomo Insurance
» MN
» Mubadala Investment Company
» National Agricultural Cooperative Federation
» National Credit Union Federation of Korea
» National Federation of Fisheries Cooperatives
» National Federation of Mutual Aid Associations for Municipal Personnel (Shichousonren)
» National Kyosai Federation of Japan Agricultural Cooperatives (ZENKYOREN)
» National Pension Service
» New York Life
» New York State Common Retirement Fund
» Nippon Life Insurance
» Nomura Trust and Banking
» NongHyup Life Insurance
» Nova Scotia Pension Services Corp
» NYSNA Pension Plan & Benefits Fund
» Obligo
» Orange Life Insurance
» Oregon State Treasury
» Orix Life Insurance
» Osaka Gas
» Osaka Shoko Shinkin Bank
» Pennsylvania Public School Employees Retirement System
» Pension Fund Association for Local Government Officials (Chiyoken)
» Pension Protection Fund
» PensionDanmark
» PGB
» PIC
» Prudential Life Insurance Korea
» PSP Investments
» Public Institution for Social Security
» Resona Bank
» Rest
» Retraites Populaires
» RPMI Railpen
» Samsung Fire & Marine Insurance
» SBI Life Insurance
» Scientists & Engineers Mutual-aid Association
» Sekisui
» Seoul Guarantee Insurance
» Shimizu Corporation
» Shinhan Life Insurance
» Shinkin Central Bank
» Shinsei Bank
» Societe de transport de Montreal
» Sompo Japan Insurance
» Sony Bank
» ST International
» Sumitomo Life Insurance
» Sumitomo Mitsui Banking Corporation Pension Fund
» Sungdam
» Swiss Re
» Teacher Retirement System of Texas
» Texas Employees Retirement System
» Texas Municipal Retirement System
» The Dai-ichi Life Insurance
» The Export-Import Bank of Korea
» The Gibraltar Life Insurance
» The Joint Industry Board of the Electrical Industry
» The Military Mutual Aid Association
» The Police Mutual Aid Association
» The Promotion and Mutual Aid Corporation for Private Schools of Japan
» The Shizuoka Bank
» Tohoku Electric Power
» Tokyo Star Bank
» Tokyo University of Science
» Tong Yang Life Insurance
» Trust Capital
» UNIQA Capital Markets
» Utah Retirement Systems
» UTIMCO
» Versorgungswerk der Rechtsanwälte NRW
» Versorgungswerk der Zahnärztekammer Berlin
» Willis Towers Watson
» Woori Global Markets Asia
» World Bank Pension Plan
» Yakult pension fund

Visit the website
What does a year's subscription look like?

*Please note annual agenda is subject to change*
Testimonials

"One of the best events for connecting with other market participants."

John Anderson
Manulife

"Infrastructure Investor managed to pull off the best infrastructure investing conference of 2020!"

Rick Walters
GRESB

"Infrastructure Investor triumphed with technology that worked perfectly and an impressive group of speakers and follow up sessions."

Campbell Gordon
Cordiant Capital

"The event was a great way to listen to experts and connect with key leaders at an inflection point in the industry. The organisation of the virtual event was superb."

Mar Beltran
Globalvia

"Networking was very productive."

Alena Antonava
RPMI Railpen

"Great event again. The virtual platform was extremely well done - congrats on hosting a top-quality event."

Fraser Hughes
GLIO
JOIN THE NEW ERA OF NETWORKING

The best way to access and start conversations with the global infrastructure community whether in-person or virtually.

Find your next investor
Quickly and easily identify and connect with the right people. Efficiently search our extensive list of investors actively allocating in infrastructure using sophisticated filtering.

Start the conversation
Reach out to potential connections using the platforms chat function or schedule a 1-2-1 meeting.

Build a relationship
Your Global Passport gives you 12 months access to the community. But your connections don’t need to stop there. We will open the doors for you, what you do after that is up to you.
Unlock superior networking opportunities

Search for potential and existing investors using our sophisticated filtering system

Send a direct message that goes direct to the recipients corporate email and platform inboxes

Schedule a meeting around the Forums and Summits on the platform

Arrange a meeting at a time that suits you through year-round access to the community list and direct messaging
Access a global community

Global Summit
Berlin 2021

Today's leaders. Tomorrow's infrastructure. The Global Summit.

The world’s largest gathering of infrastructure investors held in Berlin. Network with, and hear from, the asset class’ most influential voices from across the world. Benefit from industry-leading content, discussions, and connections.

Forums

Our networking focused forums across the year connect fund managers with leading investors from around the world. Advance your fundraising and discover investments in the most important regions.

- Tokyo Forum Virtual Experience
- Japan Korea Week Virtual Experience
- New York Forum Virtual Experience
- Global Offsite
DEEP DIVE into industry trends and challenges

Go deeper than ever into critical trends, strategies and developments with the Passport’s programme of interactive workshops, big name interviews and detailed briefings tailored to give you actionable insights and focused networking.

The first Deep Dives of the series include:

**The Year Ahead Deep Dive**

*Top infrastructure investors share their thoughts on what to expect from 2021*

- Vaccines and the prospects of a post-pandemic recovery
- What will a Biden administration mean for infrastructure spending?
- The Crystal Ball - predictions for 2021

**Australia Deep Dive**

*Everything’s Super: checking in on Australia’s superannuation funds*

- Australia’s superannuation funds on how the sector is changing and the prospects for the local market
- Assessing the supers’ alternatives strategies and plans to go direct
- What does consolidation mean for Australia’s smaller fund managers?

**Valuations Deep Dive**

*Has the market accurately assessed valuations post-pandemic?*

- Which types of portfolio are performing well and why?
- Underwriting business cases during covid
- Valuing portfolios during and after the pandemic
Global Passport

One-year subscription to the virtual Global Passport + attend any live events we run for the duration of the subscription.

» Meet your peers in-person with access to any live events, including the Global Summit, for the duration of the subscription.
» Connect with the infrastructure community year-round on our community platform.
» Gain insights direct from your peers through Virtual Forums and Deep Dives.

Interested in Team-wide access? Fill in the form and one of the team will be in touch.

Passport

One-year subscription the virtual Global Passport only.

» Connect with the infrastructure community year-round on our community platform.
» Gain insights direct from your peers through Virtual Forums and Deep Dives.
Global Passport

Join global infrastructure's most influential community today.

SECURE YOUR PASSPORT